Optimul tusk-duplication-based scheduling of tusks represented by u directed ucyclic gruph (DAG) onto u set of homogenous distributed memory processors, is a strong NP-hard problem. In this puper we present a clustering und scheduling ulgorifhm with time complexity O(v310gv), where v is the number of nodes, which is able to generate optimal schedule for some specljk DAGs. For urhifrury DAGs, the schedule generated is at most two times as the optimul one. Simulution results show that Ihe performunce of TCSD is superb to those of four renowned algorithms: PX TDS, TCS und CPFD.
Before a critical edge em. n is absorbed into C(vi), mut, '= est,+ znl+cn13 m After the insertion of vm, mat,,, =max ( (esf, +z, / ep.m6E and vpEC(vi) ), (eStp+Zp+c~.,~ / ep.mcE and vpEC(vi) Then we adopt the definition of DAG granularity given in [3] [ 141. Table 2 shows the average NSLs produced by five algorithms.
TDS is a SPD algorithm with relatively low time complexity, but its schedule length is much longer than those of its counterparts. TCS and PY behavior rather similarly and achieve approximate performance in terms of schedule lengths. CPFD is the most time-consuming one but produce better schedule results than TDS, TCS and PY. However, TCSD outperforms all these algorithms in performance metric, and its running time is logv times less than that of CPFD.
Algorithms are generally more sensitive to the value of CCR than to the number of nodes. Table 3 shows the ratio of makespan generated by TCS, TDS, PY as well as CPFD over TCSD. It may be noted that differences between the performances of various algorithms become more significant with larger value of CCR. Table 3 . Ratio of makespan generated by Table 4 shows the result of the comparison between each pair of algorithms. Each entry of the table consists of three elements in ">x, =y, <z" format, which means that the algorithm in a row provides longer parallel time x times more than, same parallel time y times as, and shorter parallel time z times more than the algorithm in that column. For instance, among 1000 cases, TCSD outperforms CPFD in 503 cases, achieves the same makespans as CPFD in 352 cases.
There are 145 cases in which TCSD is inferior to CPFD in terms of performance. 
